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Abstract: This poster examines the changes of interests along the existence of Corporate Archives in history - from the beginning of the 20th century until today. The outcome for Economic History comprehension is directly related to archival programs in corporations; which have amongst other procedures, appraisal and preservation of its files. Apart from this, changes had involved not just the concept of Corporate Archives but also the corporation’s role, the archivist’s competences, the historian’s thoughts as well as the fields of Economic and Business History. As a result, case studies of corporations turned into very important works of historians and other researchers within the Social Science community, as many others, including retiree employers or chairmen. The field of Business History has helped to see society through the “economy’s lens” in an academic vision, but there are the public historians too. The study of Corporate Archives encompasses definitions, strategies and sources for Business History’s research. Beyond the historical understanding of how important this relationship is, this proposal also presents arguments in favor of it and principles to create a records’ retention schedule in order to allow access to Corporate Archives.

“Corporation files as a source of research,” such as a hypothetical function in a records schedule, can provide various types of investigations, historic or not; one of which is illustrated by the case study of Cargill Incorporated within the context of the agroindustry growth – the dominant productive unit in agriculture and processing of farm products.
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